2020 NVNR Fall Conference Exhibitor Trivia Contest
Rules: Open to Booksellers Only
Fill in the Name of the Correct Exhibitor
Must be emailed to naibabooksellers@gmail.com by 09/26/2020
In case of a tie, winner will be chosen at random

PRIZE: Is a SURPRISE!
Visit each exhibitor in the Virtual Exhibit Hall and discover which one is the
answer to each clue. NOTE: Each exhibitor will be used, but only once.

NAME____________________________________________
STORE____________________________________________
EMAIL____________________________________________
TRIVIA: Which Exhibitor…
Exhibitor
with each sale gives back to the American Booksellers for Free Expression in your
store’s name?
offers a wealth of titles on, African American History, Natural History, Garden
History, Biographies and Short Fiction?
is passionate about helping elevate important messages and stories from diverse
voices, and is a proud champion of independent bookstores?
hopes their titles bring you and your customers as much joy reading them as they
had making them?
is pretending you are standing right here and waving hello?
is celebrating their first year at a NAIBA or SIBA conference?
offers a wide-ranging and deep inventory of new releases and bestselling backlist,
and services thousands of bookstores and libraries?
publishes Christian fiction, nonfiction, children’s books, and other resources,
including Bibles in the New Living Translation (NLT)?
is dedicated to publishing original literary fiction, progressive political nonfiction,
and reprints of classic works?
gave us just a tiny taste of the amazing books on their upcoming lists?
is launching the Heartdrum imprint in Winter 2021?
as the goal to emphasize the correspondence between words and images,
thereby creating beautiful books?
is promoting their 5th Annual Read Local Challenge?
works with booksellers and industry partners to ensure the success and
profitability of independently owned book retailers?
is the largest independent and employee-owned publisher?
publishes trade and scholarly books in a wide range of categories, including The
36-Hour Day and My House Is Killing Me!?
is an independent, not-for-profit publisher of books to build social change?
offers books, workshop, and podcast?
hand crafts and assembles all of their products in our Ann Arbor, Michigan?
has passion is delivering trusted and quality content and resources?
shows the Eiffel Tower reflected in lenses?
publishes outstanding books on history, culture, literature, the arts, natural history,
gardening, and cooking in the Southeast and beyond?
won 5 National Book Awards, 2 National Book Critics Circle Awards and 8 Pulitzer
Prizes?
hopes and believes people will find comfort, inspiration, passion, and answers
through their books?
represents select publishers and gift lines in the south and midsouth?
would love to help you put your best face forward and connect with your
customers in meaningful ways?

is home to a community of over 135 award-winning independent publishers?
committed to giving voice to important stories that may not have otherwise been
told?
presented Crafting Your “Thank you” Space with C.A.R.E.?
from Japan to France, from Switzerland to the US, is a truly international
publisher?
encourages you to support local bookstores while shopping online with them?
created and shared the "Lift Every Voice: A Celebration of Black Voices"
collection?
is proud to distribute the Historic New Orleans Collection’s Economy Hall: The
Hidden History of a Free Black Brotherhood by Fatima Shaik?
has been a proud publisher of quality children’s books that entertain, enlighten,
and educate since 1935?
won 6 Pulitzer Prizes, 5 Bancroft Prizes, 3 National Book Awards, and more?
in 2021 will publish a beautifully illustrated version of the original 1925 edition of F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby?
presented The Power of Story?
feeds your inner drive to grow as a leader and works with authors who have a
great story to tell, advice to give, and a skill to share?
blends ease of use and affordability with impressive functionality, durability and
portability?
has been representing book publishers in the south for over forty years and
provides books and sidelines from dozens of publishers?
wants you to mention HAPPY 50 + FREIGHT AND DATE on your order?
represents Princeton University Press & Yale University Press?
is focused on finding and spotlighting extraordinary new and unsung writers from
the American South?
keeps us up to date on industry news?
can streamline administrative tasks and free up both time and payroll?
cheers the resilience and ingenuity of our independent book community and is so
proud to be a part of all that you do?
strives to empower their creators, engage readers, and unite audiences,
communities, and cultures?
publishes character-driven and critical books?
is named after a flamboyant nineteenth-century publishing figure and folk hero?
can create a highly customized hyper-local book assortment for any storefront in
the nation?
has a diverse list which includes highly readable international bestsellers in
numerous genres and subject categories?
is a refuge of the arts & humanities against the ravages of time?
has programs, services, and promotions exclusively for indies, and is here to help
you get more books into the hands of more readers?
is an eco-friendly, hand-made home decor company that creates gorgeous art and
wares using salvaged wood and paper from damaged library books?
is dedicated to innovation and the belief that books change lives?
on the foundation of a 30+ year enterprise, launched their print and e-book venture
in 2015?
is the home of incomparable storytellers including Morrison, Auster, Moriarty, and
Lawson?
is an indie, nonprofit publisher devoted to championing essential voices from
around the world whose stories speak to us across linguistic and cultural borders?
has the Olive Editions Sweepstakes? (did you enter?)
is dedicated to making high-quality, creative, and fun books?
welcomes booksellers from three regions?
thanks you for all you’ve been doing to help lift and encourage our industry?
has over three decades of book and sideline experience to help you find the best
titles and gift products for your store and customers?

has the one comprehensive system for ALL your bookstore needs?
has a triple mission of teaching, research, and public service by publishing firstrate books and journals for students, scholars, and general readers?
seeks to disseminate important ideas through the publication of outstanding
original trade and scholarly works by intellectuals?
represents a global range of publishers and books in print and e-book formats with
content covering all categories?
has their editor buzz preview videos on their page?
is known for introducing bold literary voices, award-winning international crime
fiction, and groundbreaking YA fiction?
publishes books for a general readership and a scholarly and professional
audience?
explains that every title is a labor of love born out of our passions and obsessions?
was imagined and built by booksellers and proudly continues to be their safety
net?
is offering 30 for $30 in honor of 30?
publishes new and unexpected voices from the US and around the world?
is one of the South’s leading scholarly publishers, publishing approximately 70
books each year?
produces the magazine Book Dealers World?
is passionate about fiction and poetry that portrays humanity at its worst and its
best?
has each publication reflect relevance, integrity, and excellence?
thinks hanging out with book people is the most fun thing they do?
has an antique printing press as their logo?
is excited to have you read their Indie Next Great Reads for October?
can help stores create targeted customer email campaigns in minutes for results in
better open rates, click rates, and conversion to sales?
uses the combined power of psychology and literature to make their books
special?
is two serious book lovers who hate to see books thrown away?
is a small, scrappy, independent publisher of beautifully designed contemporary
literature?
strives to be a successful model for the future of independent publishing?
established itself as a prominent and important presence, not only locally, but
nationally as well?
has an LGBT coloring book series, and a 10-minute yoga book that helps connect
body, mind?
publishes books to explore the past, present and future of the remarkable and rich
cultures of the Lowcountry – and the greater South?
shared their Bookstore Best Sellers and Thoughtful Gifts for Thinking People?
believes publishers have a special responsibility to defend free speech and human
rights, and to celebrate the gifts of the human imagination?
is offering the Best Americans Series show special?
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